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A crisp modern pale ale that layers floral zesty aromas over a grapefruit and citrus flavours made with hops picked freshly
A caramel and toffee nose leads into a rich, fruity, russet brown best bitter thats typical of the style.
Blackcurrant, lime, and a soft peppery undercurrent combine in this powerfully hopped pale.
A creamy oatmeal stout characterised by coffee, chocolate and hints of liquorice.
Citra and Centennial provide a hoppy kick across the intriguing malt base of this American Red style beer.
An easy drinking session bitter. Good bitterness with a backbone of biscuit malt. Grassy spice coming through and a pleas
A rich and well balanced golden amber ale with complex floral aromas, rounded light biscuit malt flavours and a well mann
This American style brown ale is a delicious balance of lightly toasted English malts and punchy Cascade hops. Delightfully
Pale malts and seven different hops give this fresh, grassy ale and incredibly refreshing zesty spin.
A cloudy light straw beer in the Belgian style, with hints of spice and bitter orange. A most refreshing beer.
This bright copper ale with rounded biscuit malt structure has complex hop characteristics from a combination of European
A chestnut coloured bitter with malt, toffee, citrus and dark fruit flavours. Citrus/floral hop aroma with a rounded, balanced a
Brewed with extra pale kilned English malted barley and US Mosaic hops giving a crisp, hoppy, fruity pale ale with hints of
Golden to pale amber American Pale Ale. Fresh floral hops notes, spicy orange, crisp grapefruit and a hint of caramel.
A traditional pitch black porter with coffee, chocolate and rich roast malt flavours. Balanced with the bitterness of classic En
Black in colour but light in body. This black IPA has a great resinous bitterness with an intense fresh citrus and floral hop a
Sussex Wild Hop was inspired by the discovery of a previously unknown hop, growing wild in East Sussex. It is a ‘Blonde B
A superbly balanced bitter with prominent hop character. Maris Otter malted barley is supplemented with a dash of Crystal
A dark, warming brew. Burnt sugars and roasted malts compliment the premium Maris Otter barley, supplanting the light b
Armada has a pronounced yet balanced hop character, derived from Fuggles and Goldings hops. Originally commissioned
A strong, old style India Pale Ale reminiscent of the beers exported across the globe by British breweries during the early n
A dark amber beer with a full malty palate and a, slightly burnt, bitter aftertaste. A small quantity of black malt is used to im
Sweet malt balanced with clean lasting bitterness from English Fuggles and Goldings hops. A classic session beer.
English and American hops combine to bring crisp citrus flavours and a fresh hoppy aroma to this golden ale.
Straw-pale ale, hopped with just whole-leaf Mosaic. A showcase for the mango, passionfruit and citrus characteristics of th
A dark, smoky and delicious oatmeal stout, brewed with five different malts and a healthy helping of oats.
Brewed with plenty of Cascade, Columbus and Bravo hops. Big, bold fruity flavours with a balanced hoppy bitterness.
To celebrate 50 years of Maris Otter brewing barley 10 years of Langham. Decennium is a beautiful blonde ale, with robust
A deep golden honey coloured beer made with local Sussex hops which give a unique spiced fruity hop aroma. Smooth wit
Dark, chocolate malty winter mild ale with smooth hopping for a slightly sweeter taste.
The clue’s in the name. A generously super-hopped deep gold American Pale Ale with a creamy, foamy head.
Fermented longer for a delicious smoother taste, Black Swallow is a supremely hoppy 6% black IPA. A complex taste extra
A brown porter with forward chocolate and roast flavors. Delicately hopped with Bramling cross and First Gold.
A refreshing crisp Pale Single hopped with Nelson Sauvin and accompanied with Elderflower and fresh lemon rind.
A Hop forward, fruity IPA using both English and American varieties. dangerously drinkable.
A light refreshing ale with a floral, citrus/spicy aroma of East Kent & Styrian Golding hops that's followed by the classic bitte
A beer brewed with three different hops, all grown in the Flanders area - appropriate in honour of Arthur who died at the Ba
One of the brewery directors has a steam engine passion. The family owned Burrell steam traction engine “Lion” (1916) an
Brewed with five different malts, including Flaked Oats, to create a smooth, dark Stout, with a chocolate sweetness, balanc
Named after Ripley's local hero, Barnes Wallis is the brewery's staple session ale. Styled as an easy-drinking IPA-style bitt
Arbor's flagship premium beer - Yakima Valley is packed full of the best American hops. A celebration of everything IPA!
This latest Arundel beer is of a new IPA style, which has a smoother mouthfeel and lower bitterness at the finish. It will be n
An American style IPA bursting with tropical fruit and citrus flavours, clean bitter finish.
Golden amber in colour and brewed using a mix of English and Japanese hops, gives this classic a unique but not overpow
A well-rounded light amber bitter. Clean tasting, with a slight bitterness on the finish.
Dark, roasted and jam packed full of flavour. At its peak of condition it is so rich you feel like asking if it will lend you a tenn
This APA delivers soft tropical and citrus tones from the hops, which balance the lighter body of delicately kilned malted ba
This one is a session APA. Lovely juicy citrus notes at session strength from this quality Hastings brewpub – The Imperial.
A devilishly different heavenly IPA. A golden beer with some malty notes and plenty of hoppiness!
This single hopped pale ale pours a lush pale gold. The unique US Jaryllo hop gives notes of orange, fruit, banana; even p
It's a pale ale with udderly fantastic citrus flavours of melon, lychee and lemon. Malted oats give this beer a lovely smooth m
A pale IPA style beer, heavily dry hopped with a multitude of new world hops to give pleasant citrus and apricot flavours.
A premium strength pale ale, Aurora has a satisfying blend of malts to provide a juicy backbone and a pale amber colour. A
Seriously fruity IPA loaded with orange zest and van full of West Coast American hops.
(see cask label for details) A premium pale ale. Heavily dry-hopped with their latest English hop variety of choice.
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A light bodied, amber coloured American style Pale Ale, strong on grapefruit and stone fruit flavours with a hint of Vanilla in
Bock is a rich dark brown beer with a malty aroma and toasty caramel flavour. It is true to style with a delicate hop aroma a
An already full-flavoured IPA is made even bigger by using fresh ‘green’ hops infused into the slowly conditioned beer. Des
A traditional London Porter with a secret ingredient giving flavours of chocolate and honey. Said ingredient doesn't involve
Golden coloured Pale Ale. Well balanced with a citrus fruit aroma and feel, leading to a bitter finish.
In the Belgian saison style with classic saison yeast. Lots of plum juice gives a ruby colour. Don’t expect sweet from a real
Smooth, black stout with toffee, chocolate, vanilla and fruit hints, with a strawberry end note.
A new Sussex 'Picebrewery'! Smooth and full-bodied stout with subtle roasted malt flavours.
A quaffable rich, velvety brew with a chocolate flavour and a creamy head. This beer has converted hundreds of ‘light beer
Copper brown in colour with malt and toffee aromas.Sweet malt and dark toffee flavours leading to a slightly sharp finish.
A deep golden coloured IPA with a rich and warming body. On top of this, a blend of hops from around the world have bee
Mark is launching this punchy, smooth IPA here at the festival! Pitch Shifter is a light amber IPA, harmonizing a high hop o
An easy drinking session bitter. Good bitterness with a backbone of biscuit malt. Grassy spice coming through and a pleas
A refreshing pale ale. Made using top quality Bavarian lager malts and Hallertauer hops combined with an English ale yeas
Gun's take on an English Bitter. Except it's more than that. Six malts combine with German, UK and Kiwi hops. Unfined, un
Brewed using a single malt, and hopped with a selection of three varieties giving a well-balanced finish. Very pale in appea
IPA made with a rye and spelt base and 8 world hop varieties for a full-flavoured, juicy IPA.
Porter with added cold brewed coffee using the house beans from friends' local coffee shop, Twin Pines. This beer is all ab
ISA is a golden session strength West Coast IPA containing a cocktail of new world hops culminating in fresh fruity flavours
First Class Best Bitter from first class brewers. Brewed with finest Sussex grown malts, Admiral and Golding hops, Pullman
Conqueror is a stout full of character. It is a triumphant blend of flavours; sweet and malty, smooth as silk and rich as dark
Golden Ale has a warm malty body and a floral hop flavour. It's the beer that started Hop Yard, and it's still a winner. Even
Founder's is a rich Best Bitter with a dark amber hue and a rounded malty palate. It is suffused with subtle caramel and ora
An indulgent double mashed golden barley wine. Complex undertones of fig, raisin and berry fruits. Soft and slightly spicy h
Single malt and single hop pale ale. A Maris Otter malt backbone with New Zealand Nelson hops to give a punchy citrus ta
Rich smooth warming oatmeal stout with hints of coffee and Irish whisky.
A light copper coloured session bitter with rich malt flavours that are in perfect balance with a careful blend of choice Englis
A clear dark brown traditional mild with roast malt qualities and subtle notes of caramel and butterscotch
Pale in colour, refreshing and hoppy. This session pale ale is brewed with Columbus and Styrian hops.
Only 10 firkins of this collaboration have been brewed, using freshly picked hops grown by Old Tree themselves. A clean p
Tectonic is a deep honey coloured ale bursting with hop aroma and flavour. This is achieved by 'dry-hopping' the beer with
Straw pale and bursting with flavour from freshly picked East Kent Goldings giving a hint of zesty marmalade.
American style IPA crossed with a Continental Beer. Packed full of Brewers Gold, Magnum and Galaxy Hops.
A full bodied, malty, strong ale brewed in the traditional English IPA style with Fuggles and Goldings hops with a hint of ban
A light golden coloured bitter with refreshing fruity notes
Unfined, cloudy New England IPA. Golden and fruity with low bitterness and a huge tropical citrus dry hop aroma.
British style Ruby Ale made with English hops. Expect a malty beer with a slight sweetness.
Brewed with the addition of fresh pineapple and grapefruit (zest and juice), Roots. Rock. Reggae. is an IPA that packs a fru
Easy drinking traditional mild. Low bitterness and some roasty flavours along with hints of caramel. Any navvies out there?
A collaboration brew with Waen Brewery, the aroma is bright and breezy with a sly hand of pine, grapefruit and lemongrass
A refreshing Black IPA, balancing subtle dark beer character with punchy tropical hop aroma.
An abundant malt bill provides a good body with complexity and a slight sweetness. A copious mixture of hops follows to gi
This is a rich honey coloured ale matured in specially selected oak casks, exuding a vanilla aroma, chewy toffee palate and
A full bodied, robust porter with natural mocha malt flavours from the complex malt grist, complementing the decadent add
This beer is like an original IPA, the style that was once shipped to India. It adopts more malt character than an American s
Totally's flagship IPA. Orange blossom and pine aromas with a satisfying deep hoppy flavour and full bitter finish.
A laid back session strength IPA bursting with juicy hop aromas and flavours of citrus and tropical fruits. Delicately infused
Unsurprisingly this is a black beer! Smooth and well structured, brimming with roasted chocolate taste and aroma, from the
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e with hops picked freshly from the bines.

oming through and a pleasant clean citrus hop finish.
t flavours and a well mannered bitter finish.
Cascade hops. Delightfully quaffable with a great bitter finish.

a combination of European and American hops.
with a rounded, balanced aftertaste.
ruity pale ale with hints of lemon, peach, mango and pine.
and a hint of caramel.
the bitterness of classic English Goldings hops.
esh citrus and floral hop aroma.
st Sussex. It is a ‘Blonde Beer’. Old and new varieties of hops are combined to create a lingering bitterness and clean citrus flavours.
nted with a dash of Crystal malt for balance. The hops are a blend of four different local varieties, to give a distinctive hoppy finish. A mult
ley, supplanting the light bitterness of aroma hops. With hints of dried fruit and dates, this rich ale has been likened to the oak: steadfast
s. Originally commissioned by the National Maritime Museum, it quickly established itself as a piece of living history. Robust, refreshing a
reweries during the early nineteenth century. Golden in colour with a full hop aroma. The bitterness lingers on the palate giving a dry finis
of black malt is used to impart the suggestion of smoke.
assic session beer.
is golden ale.
d citrus characteristics of this wonderful hop.

ced hoppy bitterness.
tiful blonde ale, with robust hopping, a fabulous aroma and delicious mouthfeel and after taste!
uity hop aroma. Smooth with a subtle honied finish.

, foamy head.
IPA. A complex taste extravaganza, Black Swallow masterfully combines bitter chocolate flavours with toffee undertones.
and First Gold.
d fresh lemon rind.

ollowed by the classic bitter taste of Challenger hops.
f Arthur who died at the Battle of the Somme. It has been dry hopped with Saphir giving it a huge citrus/orange taste.
on engine “Lion” (1916) and can be seen being driven around the locality. Four different hops are used in this beer giving it a pine/floral
ocolate sweetness, balanced with the generous use of Fuggles hops.
easy-drinking IPA-style bitter, copper-coloured for a full malt flavour and hopped with Northern Brewer and spicy Syrian Goldings.
ration of everything IPA!
ess at the finish. It will be nice and hazy too!

c a unique but not overpowering hint of lemon.

ing if it will lend you a tenner. Coffee, toffee and caramel tones tease your taste buds and warm your cockles.
delicately kilned malted barley and wheat. This produces a truly sessionable American Pale Ale.
s brewpub – The Imperial.

ange, fruit, banana; even pear is there, then light spice flavours in a spectacular, unique and balanced 5% hoppy golden beer.
this beer a lovely smooth mouth-feel that'll quench any thirst. It's completely unfined, low-bittering, naturally delicious beer and it's Vegan
rus and apricot flavours.
and a pale amber colour. An expansive blend of US hops give a resinous mouthfeel – big citrus and tropical fruit flavours, which are prom

variety of choice.
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ours with a hint of Vanilla in the aroma.
with a delicate hop aroma and a well balanced bitterness.
owly conditioned beer. Designed for those who like their hops as an extreme sport!
ingredient doesn't involve the harm of any Eagles...

t expect sweet from a real fruit beer. The sugar is fermented out to a dry, spicy and refreshing saison character.

ted hundreds of ‘light beer’ drinkers to the ‘dark side’.
to a slightly sharp finish.
around the world have been incorporated to create flavours of sweet, juicy fruits and tart citrus.
harmonizing a high hop octave, of floral and citrus notes, leading to fruity finale.
oming through and a pleasant clean citrus hop finish.
ed with an English ale yeast to give this real ale a well-rounded dry finish. Dry hopped with New Zealand Nelson for a subtle lemon fresh
and Kiwi hops. Unfined, unfiltered, vegan.
d finish. Very pale in appearance because of the Pale Ale Malt used. GLUTEN FREE.

in Pines. This beer is all about the coffee and caramel sweetness we love in Porters.
ating in fresh fruity flavours from the dry hopping with Citra.
and Golding hops, Pullman delivers a first class fresh crisp bite, long on flavour with a silky finish.
th as silk and rich as dark red rubies.
and it's still a winner. Even the brewer's mum likes it! Currently brewed at Westerham.
with subtle caramel and orange flavours.
its. Soft and slightly spicy hop finish.
s to give a punchy citrus taste and clean character.

reful blend of choice English hops. A traditional style bitter for the modern age.

ree themselves. A clean pale beer.
dry-hopping' the beer with a blend of Amarillo, Chinook and Galaxy hops. Bring it on...
y marmalade.
Galaxy Hops.
ngs hops with a hint of banana and toffee to the aroma.

s dry hop aroma.

e. is an IPA that packs a fruity punch. Using Admiral, Cascade, Summit and Nelson Sauvin hops to compliment the tropical fruit flavours,
el. Any navvies out there? This'll suit you...
grapefruit and lemongrass. Light mango and resinous pine slides across a dry floral body and a fruity filled finish.

mixture of hops follows to give an almost botanical feel with some earthiness and subtle bitterness.
ma, chewy toffee palate and a lasting warming finish.
menting the decadent additions of real chocolate to the maturation process.
aracter than an American style IPA. Plenty of locally grown Target hops go into this brew giving a citrus and orange punch and an asserti
d full bitter finish.
al fruits. Delicately infused with passionfruit and guava to create a unique IPA exclusively for us at this festival.
taste and aroma, from the combination of four different malts, producing a long, dry, bitter finish.
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rness and clean citrus flavours.
ve a distinctive hoppy finish. A multiple award winner.
been likened to the oak: steadfast throughout the year, regardless of the season.
living history. Robust, refreshing and still a port of call in any beer-drinker’s voyage of discovery.
gers on the palate giving a dry finish. Bold but balanced.

h toffee undertones.

s/orange taste.
d in this beer giving it a pine/floral characteristic with a hint of grapefruit.
and spicy Syrian Goldings.

5% hoppy golden beer.
urally delicious beer and it's Vegan friendly!

opical fruit flavours, which are prominent, yet well balanced.
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d Nelson for a subtle lemon fresh aroma.

mpliment the tropical fruit flavours, additions of Centennial and Nelson Sauvin during fermentation were made to enhance things further.

s and orange punch and an assertive bitterness to carry the higher ABV.
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e made to enhance things further.
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